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ABSTRACT

As healthcare providers have transitioned from paper to electronic health records they have gained access to increasingly
sophisticated documentation aids such as custom note templates. However, little is known about how providers use these
aids. To address this gap, we examine how 48 ophthalmologists and their staff create and use content-importing phrases
— a customizable and composable form of note template —
to document office visits across two years. In this case study,
we find 1) content-importing phrases were used to document
the vast majority of visits (95%), 2) most content imported by
these phrases was structured data imported by data-links rather
than boilerplate text, and 3) providers primarily used phrases
they had created while staff largely used phrases created by
other people. We conclude by discussing how framing clinical documentation as end-user programming can inform the
design of electronic health records and other documentation
systems mixing data and narrative text.
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INTRODUCTION

After most patient encounters, physicians write a note summarizing the visit. These notes help providers coordinate and
communicate about care and are increasingly used to support
billing, quality improvement, and research. While physicians
have kept notes for millennia [19, 39], the content and structure of their notes have changed dramatically over the past few
decades due to legal and technological changes. As physicians
in the United States have migrated from paper to electronic
health records (EHRs), regulators and insurers have simultaneously required they keep increasingly detailed notes [12, 31].
As a result, physicians in the US now spend up to half their
time interacting with EHRs rather than patients [1, 54].
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Figure 1. Physicians increasingly use content-importing phrases—a composable and customizable form of note template—to write clinical notes.
1) Typing a phrase’s keyword into a draft note prompts the electronic
health record to 2) look up the phrase’s specification including boilerplate text and data-links (e.g., $Name$), 3) retrieve data from the patient
record and 4) insert text and interpolated data into the note.

To cope with this growing documentation burden, providers
have adopted diverse documentation practices. These include
copying text from previous notes, using forms to simultaneously capture structured data and generate formulaic notes,
and using templates to auto-populate notes with boilerplate
text and previously captured patient data [59]. While many
studies in the field of medical informatics have examined how
frequently providers copy note text and the impact this practice
has on data quality and patient safety [24, 53, 55], few studies
have examined template or form use in similar detail [52, 57,
60]. Human-computer interaction (HCI) researchers have likewise examined how EHR adoption alters clinical workflows
and spawns informal documentation practices, but paid less
attention to how providers use electronic aids to produce the
formal patient record [18, 45].
To narrow this gap, we present a case study of how 48 physicians and 200 staff in the ophthalmology department of a large
academic medical center create and use content-importing
phrases — a composable and customizable form of note template — to document 200,000 outpatient visits across two
years. These phrases enable users to type keywords such as

.oneliner into draft notes to insert both boilerplate text and
interpolated patient data (Figure 1). Due to their syntactical
convention of starting with a period, content-importing phrases
are commonly referred to as dotphrases.
In this case study, we examine how these phrases are created
and used, common ways they are structured, and how their use
varies from provider to provider and over time. Through this
analysis, we observe documentation practices that routinely
involve end-user programming. We argue that framing clinical
documentation as end-user programming has implications not
only for the design of EHRs but also documentation systems
outside healthcare that mix narrative text and data.
This work has three primary contributions:
1. A case study of note template use at one academic ophthalmology department
2. Evidence that clinical documentation in this context routinely involves end-user programming
3. Implications of framing clinical documentation as end-user
programming for the design of EHRs and other documentation systems mixing narrative text and data
BACKGROUND
Separating Narrative from Data

The earliest medical records were short narrative accounts
preserved by ancient Greek and Egyptian physicians to instruct medical students [39]. Some of these accounts provide
practical advice for treating common maladies; others document difficult or puzzling cases. As an example, one case
in Hippocrates’ Epidemics from the 5th Century BC opens
"The wife of Dromeades having been delivered of a female
child, and all other matters going on properly, on the second
day after was seized with rigor and acute fever..." and ends
a few sentences later with the blunt observation that "shortly
afterwards spasms from the head began, and she immediately
expired" [22].
Over the ensuing centuries, clinical documentation gained
structure and content as medicine became more empirical and
institutionalized. Simultaneously, notes began to be captured
at the bedside to support patient care rather than just education
after the fact. In the 19th century the traditional narrative
case report fragmented into a set of standardized documents
separating providers’ subjective assessments from structured
data such as lab results and medication lists [19]. This legacy is
still apparent in modern records which separate structured data
from physicians’ textual notes which reference and interpret
that data. Despite an increasing focus on objective data, the
ability to form and work with clinical narratives (i.e., narrative
medicine) is still acknowledged as a key clinical skill [10].
Impact of Regulation and EHRs

Over the last decade, clinical documentation has experienced
another major transition as regulation, such as the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
(HITECH) Act in the Unites States, has incentivized a transition from paper to electronic health records [6]. Additional

regulation has sought to increase the utility of EHR documentation by requiring clinical notes include specific information
to support billing and auditing [4]. For example, the Evaluation and Management codes used by the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services stipulate that clinicians should document having reviewed ten different patient systems (e.g.,
eyes, ears, nose) to receive certain levels of reimbursement
[36]. This requirement has led physicians to include "clinically
meaningless" phrases such as "ten-point review of systems
returned negative" or lists of default physical exam findings
in their notes [31]. It is now common for clinical notes in the
United States to exceed 4,000 characters in length (roughly the
amount of text on this page), much of it tables and boilerplate
text [15]. This is twice the length of notes produced before
passage of the HITECH Act a decade ago and substantially
longer than notes currently produced in other countries [15].
Researchers in HCI and medical informatics have examined
how transitioning from paper to electronic health records has
affected medical care in a number of ways [18, 45]. These
studies have noted increases in documentation time [16, 40,
44], adoption of more comprehensive and structured data entry
[21, 40], use of informal paper notes to workaround EHR
constraints and coordinate care [11, 41, 65, 66], and numerous
other unintended consequences [2]. Broadly, these findings
reflect the tension between using medical records to coordinate
care versus keeping a formal record of it [5, 14].
Content-Importing

Despite many studies examining documentation workflows,
especially paper workarounds, little is known about how
providers use electronic aids to produce the formal patient
record. Rather than manually type every word of every note,
providers now rely on a variety of "content-importing" technologies available in many EHRs to construct their notes [34,
59]. These include relatively simple tools such as those enabling selective or entire copying of prior notes (e.g., copypaste, copy-forward) [24, 55], as well as more sophisticated
structured data entry forms which generate formulaic notes
(e.g., smart forms) [52], or templates that populate notes with
both static text and previously captured patient data (e.g., templates, macros, data-imports) [57, 60]. Historically tools in
this last category (which we collectively refer to as templates)
were defined by system administrators and represented an entire note so only one template could be used at a time [42,
49, 57]. Now EHRs support inserting boilerplate text and
patient data into notes in a variety of ways which differ in how
templates are created, customized, and used.
In particular, many note templates are now implemented as
content-importing phrases which providers invoke by typing
keyphrases into their notes. These typically start with a period to differentiate them from normal note text. For example,
typing the phrase .oneliner into a note and hitting enter might
insert the text "John Doe is a 63 year-old male from Springfield
presenting with a cough". Behind the scenes the EHR looks
up the phrase’s specification (e.g., "$NAME$ is a $AGE$
year-old $SEX$ from $CITY$ presenting with $CHIEFCOMPLAINT$") and uses the embedded data-links (e.g., $NAME$)
to pull data from elsewhere in the patient record. So long as

the note has not been signed, users might be able to manually
refresh each field of imported data. These templates may also
take parameters (e.g., number of most recent lab values to
retrieve) or include syntax to embed drop-down lists into the
note editor from which users can select one of multiple text
options (e.g., the patient is <calm, anxious, combative>).
Several features differentiate the design and use of contentimporting phrases from previous forms of note template. First,
they are invoked by typing keywords into the note editor rather
than selecting a template from a drop-down. Second, they
are composable; more than one content-importing phrase can
be used in a single note, enabling users to invoke different
templates for different sections of their notes and at different
stages of note editing. Finally, providers are often able to
customize and create their own content-importing phrases in
ways that were previously restricted to EHR administrators.
While a number of studies have examined how often providers
copy-paste note text and the impact this practice has had on
note quality and patient safety [24, 53, 55, 59], there have been
few empirical studies describing the use of other electronic
documentation aids such as templates [35, 57, 60], even as
many papers and commentaries reference their use [12, 16, 24,
31]. Tellingly, recent studies that implemented standardized
note templates for pediatric and internal medicine residents
highlighted a lack of guidance for template design, even as
there are best practices emerging around use of copy-paste
[3, 27]. This lack of research led the American College of
Physicians to recently call for researchers to "study the authoring process and encourage the development of automated
tools that enhance documentation quality without facilitating
improper behaviors" [31].
End-User Programming

This paper argues that use of content-importing phrases involves end-user programming and that this framing has implications for the design of EHRs and other data-rich documentation systems. End user programming is "programming to
achieve the result of a program primarily for personal, rather
[than] public use" [29]. That is, rather than producing generalizable code for wide use, end-user programmers write
programs to help themselves or a select group of other people
achieve a non-programming goal. This might include writing a
script to apply the same post-processing steps to a large batch
of photos, or creating a spreadsheet to compute grades for a
course [29].
Historically, research on end-user programming focused on
domains such as script-writing, scientific computing, and use
of spreadsheets [8, 29]. More recently, studies have considered
how end-users might manage Internet of Things (IoT) devices
or automate tasks through trigger-action programming [13, 46,
56]. In their 2011 review of end-user software engineering,
Ko et al. listed twenty classes of people who perform end-user
programming [29]. While "healthcare workers" are included in
this list, only one example is given, that of healthcare workers
creating custom data-entry forms. While prior studies of other
domains (e.g., scientific research) may provide some insight
into how healthcare workers might leverage end-user programming, healthcare workers have different goals and face unique

institutional and technological constraints which may shape
their programming in unique ways, warranting separate study.
While focusing on applications outside healthcare, prior work
on end-user programming has generated a number of overarching conceptual and theoretical frameworks to guide the
study and design of end-user programming systems. For example, Ko et al. identify six learning barriers in end-user programming systems (i.e., Design, Selection, Coordination, Use,
Information, Knowledge) which might hinder their use [30].
Researchers have also found it productive to consider how
end-users might adopt software engineering practices such as
testing and debugging to improve the robustness of their programs, a paradigm known as end-user software engineering [8,
29]. Finally, prior work has also noted the variety of programming paradigms which might support end user programming
(e.g., visual programming, block programming, programming
by example) and noted the need for task or domain-specific
languages to support end-users’ highly specialized work [29,
37, 38]. We return to these frameworks and their implications
for design in the Discussion.
One widely studied form of end-user programming warrants
further comment due to its similarity to the paradigm observed
in this study, that of mashups. Mashups are a type of application, typically a web application, that "combines data, either
through APIs or other sources, into a single integrated user experience" [64]. For example users might create an application
that scrapes Craigslist for the location of apartment listings
and uses the Google Maps API to plot them on an interactive
map. While the form of end-user programming examined in
this paper is more limited (i.e., string interpolation pulling data
from a single API and supporting minimal interactivity), as
with other mashup platforms the end goal is to pull data from
disparate locations and present it in a useful combined form.
The emphasis of early mashup research on enabling novice
programmers to generate complex applications through diverse
programming paradigms may also provide some insight into
how EHR templates might support more complex interactions
with patient data [32, 62]. For example, one prior line of work
explored how providers might use a block-based programming
language to generate clinical notes with different content and
formatting based on logical operators, though providers only
interacted with a prototype of this system in design sessions
[9]. We return to this point in the Discussion.
Building on this long history of prior work, this case study
advances our understanding of clinical documentation by providing empirical evidence about how one form of note template
is being customized and used by providers and their staff. It
also demonstrates how clinical documentation can routinely
involve end-user programming. Combined with prior work
on novel note-writing interfaces [9, 61], these observations
suggest it may be productive to frame clinical documentation
as end-user programming and that providers may be willing
to adopt other forms of end-user programming to support
both formal and informal documentation. Framing clinical
documentation as end-user programming may also have implications for documentation systems outside healthcare that
increasingly mix narrative and data.

METHODS
Setting

This study was conducted in the ophthalmology department
of a large academic medical center on the United States’ west
coast and approved by that center’s Institutional Review Board.
The department includes over 50 faculty providers and 200
staff who conduct more than 130,000 office visits every year.
Providers specialize in one of a dozen different areas of ophthalmology (e.g., Comprehensive, Cornea, Glaucoma, Pediatrics, Retina) many of which require completing a 1-2 year
fellowship in addition to medical school and residency. Staff
at the study site include technicians who typically have an
ophthalmology-specific associate degree or certificate and assist with rooming patients and performing routine ophthalmic
exams (e.g., visual acuity and visual field tests). In high volume clinics staff may also include scribes who assist with
documentation during the encounter and are typically either
retrained technicians, pre-medical university students seeking
medical experience, or hired from a scribe company [7].

phrase. We restricted our analysis to phrases that were 1)
invoked by the 48 providers, or their staff, who saw patients
across the entire two year study period, and 2) were invoked
while charting, that is while writing a clinical note, rather
than writing a letter to another provider or preparing patient
instructions. We additionally collected data on each progress
note written during the study period including the note’s text,
the note’s length in words, and the percent of the note which
had been imported by a template, copy-pasted, or manually
entered.
Phrase Counts and Categories

We counted the number of times each unique phrase was invoked. Using the phrase’s keyword and specification, one
author manually categorized each phrase as either inserting
1) a full-note, 2) a signature or attestation, or 3) some other
block of helpful text. To assess inter-rater reliability, a second author independently coded the 100 most frequently used
phrases, achieving near-perfect inter-rater reliability (0.96 Cohen’s Kappa). Figure 2 shows examples of each phrase type.

Providers at our study site typically see patients during one or
two four-hour "clinics" each day with the number of patients
seen per clinic varying by specialty. Providers write progress
notes summarizing each visit using an ophthalmology-specific
module of a large commercial EHR (Kaleidoscope; Epic Systems, Verona WI) and often collaborate with their staff to write
these notes. A typical documentation workflow might involve
a technician documenting exam findings in structured fields
of the EHR while performing each exam and then starting a
draft progress note for the visit using a template that imports
this newly captured structured data. This might be followed
by a scribe listening to the patient-provider interaction as the
physician examines the patient, adding text to the draft note describing the provider’s assessment of the patient and care plan.
Finally the provider may review, edit, and sign the scribe’s
draft note sometime after the visit. While this is a canonical
workflow, not all physicians at our study site employ scribes
or have technicians assist with writing the note. Moreover,
some providers practice other forms of documentation such as
"problem-based charting" which integrates note writing with
managing the patient’s problem list in the EHR.
We chose to examine use of content-importing phrases in this
context as ophthalmology is a high-volume specialty where
providers routinely write 20-40 notes per day, potentially leading to heavy use of content-importing. The distribution of documentation work between staff and providers also enables observation of collaborative documentation practices. Moreover
providers at the study site have been using content-importing
phrases since they first adopted an EHR in 2006, enabling
observation of mature electronic documentation practices.
Data Collection

We collected data on every time a content-importing phrase
was used in the department between January 1, 2017 and
December 31, 2018. This included the time each phrase was
invoked, the patient visit it was used to document, the context
in which it was invoked (e.g., charting, letter writing), who
invoked it, the phrase’s keyword, the phrase’s specification
of text and data to import, and who originally created the

Figure 2. Examples of the three types of content-importing phrases
coded in this study. Phrase definitions include embedded tools such as
text drop-downs (represented by the <option 1, option2, ... > syntax),
data-links (represented by the $LINKNAME$ syntax), and placeholders
for manual text entry (e.g., ***).

Phrase Length and Embedded Tools

Content-importing phrases can include not only static text and
links to import data from the patient record but also dropdowns from which to select one of a number of static phrases

Figure 3. Frequency of phrase use by phrase type. A) Percent of visits with content-importing phrase used for documentation by phrase type (i.e.,
full-note templates, signature lines, short helper phrases) B) Distribution of unique phrases and phrase invocations by phrase type.

(e.g., patient was <alert, clam, agitated>) and manual entry
placeholders which users can tab between when editing inserted text (e.g., ***). We counted the number of data-links,
text drop-downs, and manual-entry placeholders embedded
in each phrase as well as the number of static words each
phrase imported (i.e., those not populated via a data-link or
text drop-down). We also looked for evidence of users passing parameters to phrases at the time of invoking them (e.g.,
invoking .lastbp(3) to insert the patient’s last 3 blood pressure readings into the note) or having similarly paramaterized
data-links embedded in the phrases they used.
We estimated the percent of text in each note that had been
imported via data-links. For each note created with the help of
at least one content-importing phrase, we subtracted the total
number of static text characters in content-importing phrases
used during that visit from the total number of characters imported into that note using templates as tracked by the EHR.
We divided the resulting value by the total number of characters in the note to estimate the percent of note text imported by
data-links. To inspect text imported by data-links in more detail, for each of the 50 most frequently used data-links we randomly selected 100 notes generated using a content-importing
phrase containing that data-link and manually counted the
number of words imported by the link. We also compared the
data-links embedded in the 50 most frequently used full-note
templates.
Patterns of Phrase Creation and Use

Lastly, we examined patterns of phrase use. We counted the
number of phrases invoked during each patient visit (both total
phrases and by phrase type) as well as the number of distinct
people who used each phrase over the study period. We compared the number of times phrases were invoked by a provider
versus a staff member, and how often each provider or staff
member invoked phrases they had created versus phrases created by other people. Finally, we examined whether providers
switched which full-note templates their team used over time
and, if a switch had occured, compared the average length of
notes written using each template.

RESULTS
Phrase Counts and Categories

We identified 5,144 unique content-importing phrases invoked
a total of 647,524 times across the 200,695 office visits included in this study. The vast majority of visits during our
study period were documented using at least one contentimporting phrase (95.4%), with full-note phrases invoked during 82.1% of visits (Figure 3A). The 4.6% of progress notes
written without using a content-importing phrase were on average shorter (469 vs. 611 words), contained substantially more
copied text (29% vs 13% of note text), and were primarily
written by just 5 of the 48 study providers.
Full-note and signature phrases accounted for over half of the
647,524 phrase invocations during the study period (27.3% and
28.2% respectively), but were a small percentage of the 5,144
unique content-importing phrases (11.3% and 7.8%) (Figure
3B). Eight of the ten most frequently used phrases were fullnote templates while the most frequently used phrase was the
technician attestation shown in Figure 2.
Phrase Length and Embedded Tools

The number of words inserted by each phrase and number of
tools embedded in each phrase varied by phrase type (Table 1).
Full-note phrases imported the most static text (i.e., text not
imported by embedded data-links or text drop-downs), with a
median of 81 words (67-105 Interquartile range) followed by
signature phrases with 22 words (17-31 IQ) and helper phrases
with 4 words (2-13 IQ). Full note template phrases included a
median of 18 data-links (13-21 IQ) and 4 manual-entry placeholders (2-6 IQ) whereas signature and helper phrases rarely
included data-links or placeholders. In all, 44% of unique
phrases included a data-link and 95% of all visits involved
using one of these phrases with an embedded data link. Due to
limitations in how our EHR tracks phrase use, we were unable
to observe when phrases were invoked with a parameter (e.g.,
.lastbp(3)). However, we were able to observe that 1% of
phrases used during the study period employed paramaterized
data-links such as $LASTLABRESULT(a1c)$.

Full Note

Signature

Helper

median

interquartile

median

interquartile

median

interquartile

Static Words

81

67-105

22

17-31

4

2-13

Data-Links

18

13-21

0

0-1

0

0-0

Placeholders

4

2-6

0

0-0

0

0-0

Text Drop-downs

0

0-3

0

0-0

0

0-0

Table 1. Characteristics of observed phrases by phrase type (i.e., full-note templates, signature lines, or short helper phrases) including words of
boilerplate text, links importing patient data (i.e., data-links), placeholders for manual text entry, and drop-downs for selecting one of many text options

The 50 most common data-links accounted for 92.4% of
all data-links embedded in content-importing phrases. The
amount of text imported by data-links varied significantly both
within and between links. For example, whereas the links for
a patient’s $AGE$ and $SEX$ only ever imported one word,
one link for medication lists imported 100 ± 177 words, sometimes importing no text and other times importing more than
350 words depending on the patient’s prescribed medications.
Moreover, multiple data-links performed the same function,
importing exactly the same data only with slightly different
headers (e.g., "Current Medications" vs. "Medications" followed by the same table of medications). Three of the 50
most used links specified nearly identical ways to import the
patient’s reason for visiting and three imported similarly isomorphic medication lists. While an individual template would
only use one of these isomorphic links, different templates
used different links to import the same data. We estimated that
text inserted by data-links accounted for nearly half of all text
in notes created with the help of at least one phrase (43.4%,
[43.2, 43.7] 95% CI), and the majority of all text imported by
content-importing phrases (62.5%, [62.5, 62.6] 95% CI).
Patterns of Phrase Creation and Use

Providers and their staff invoked a median of 3 contentimporting phrases each visit (2-4 Interquartile range), representing a median of one full-note phrase (1-1 IQ), one signature/attestation phrase (0-2 IQ), and one phrase that imported
some other helpful snippet of text (0-2 IQ). However, the
number and type of phrases used per visit varied by provider.
Whereas some providers and their staff tended to use just one
phrase per visit, others used up to an average of fourteen.
Most phrases were invoked by providers (58.1%) as opposed
to their staff, though this varied by provider and phrase type.
Whereas some providers invoked nearly all phrases used
to document their patients’ visits (99.7% provider invoked),
other providers had their staff invoke nearly all phrases (0.8%
provider invoked). Moreover, while staff invoked the majority of full-note phrases (40.0% provider invoked) providers
invoked most helper phrases (74.6% provider invoked).
Providers invoked an average of 108 unique phrases across
the two years of the study whereas staff members invoked an
average just 23 unique phrases. The vast majority of both were
short helper phrases such as ones that inserted common strings
of text like "right eye" or "hours per day". In an extreme case,

one provider employed 508 unique phrases over the course of
the two year study. Most phrases that providers invoked were
ones that they had created (71.8% user generated), whereas
most phrases invoked by staff had been created by other people (40.9% user generated). Still, a full 46 of the 48 study
physicians (96%) and 148 of the 197 study staff (75%) created
and used at least one custom phrase.
Individual providers and their staff tended to invoke only two
full-note template phrases across all visits regardless of the
patient’s chief complaint or diagnosis: one for new patient visits and one for return patient visits. Focusing on phrases that
generated full-note templates for return patient visits (i.e., the
majority of study visits) revealed that while some providers
shared templates, many providers (16 of 48) had their own
unique full-note templates that only they and their staff used.
Comparing the 50 most frequently used return visit note templates (which accounted for over 99% of all return template
invocations) we found that on average two randomly sampled
templates shared 45% of their data-links (e.g., 8 of 18 links),
with the links for the patient’s name, sex, age, and reason for
visit most likely to be shared between templates.
Examining phrase use over time, we identified four providers
who switched their full-note template for return patient visits
during the study period. After switching, each provider dramatically reduced their average note length by around 100-200
words, or 27-42% of the note’s length. While in some cases
the number of static words imported by the template actually
increased between the old and new template, in every case the
number of data-links went down. For example, two providers
switched from templates that included data-links for the patient’s past medical history, medication list, surgical history,
and family history (among others) to templates that did not.

DISCUSSION

This case study of clinical documentation reveals widespread
use of custom note templates invoked collaboratively to write
clinical notes. Moreover, these results reveal widespread use
of end-user programming in the creation and use of these
templates. Framing clinical documentation as end-user programming suggests implications not only for the design of
EHRs but also systems mixing data and narrative text outside
healthcare, especially when viewed through the lens of frameworks for learning end-user programming [30], supporting

end-user software engineering [8, 29], and leveraging diverse
end-user programming paradigms [37, 38].
Use of Content-Importing Phrases
Content-Importing as Abstraction Work

Providers and staff at our study site used content-importing
phrases to generate documentation for the vast majority of
office visits (95.4%). This finding reinforces existing evidence
that clinical documentation increasingly involves use of electronic aids rather than manual text entry. For example, one
prior study of inpatient notes written in 2016 at a large academic medical center found 46% of note text was copied from
prior notes, 36% was imported using tools such as templates,
and just 18% was manually typed [58].
Routine use of templates likely reflects providers’ desire to
quickly construct notes that meet government and organizational standards. However the widespread customization of
templates observed in this study may further reflect use of
templates to create working records that perform abstraction
work, enabling providers to quickly synthesize information
from disparate locations across the record [17, 41]. Heath
and Luff note that EHRs tend to fragment patient information,
separating it by type (e.g., lab results, medication, diagnosis) rather than presenting it in coherent narratives organized
around problems [21]. As a result, providers spend substantial time reconstructing a patient’s story when using EHRs.
Park et al. note how ED providers annotate paper notes to
create succinct abstracts of the patient’s situation, and that
these abstractions vary by user role and department [41]. The
frequent customization of full-note templates observed in this
study may similarly reflect providers using content-importing
phrases to create digital abstracts of the patient’s record to aid
synthesis. In one prior study, providers at the study site noted
that they often include exam data in their progress notes not
because it was needed for billing, but because this practice
made it easier to find and review before the visit [25]. Viewing
template use as abstraction work also aligns with prior work
which found documentation is more accurately described as
synthesis of existing data than composing from scratch [35].
Casting the creation of electronic documents (not just paper
documents) as abstraction work suggests healthcare providers
may benefit from better tools to search for and synthesize
information from across the patient record. In addition to
applications that provide rich but standardized visualizations
of longitudinal patient records [23, 43], this might also involve developing tools that enable providers to interactively
construct custom summaries from scratch. Content-importing
phrases are a step in this direction, but might be designed and
governed to support more granular search and synthesis rather
than importing large batches of patient information at once, as
this may hinder synthesis and make resulting notes difficult
to review. Were documentation requirements less prescriptive, we might have observed less use of full-note templates
and greater use of phrases importing limited sets of data relevant to the patient’s diagnosis (e.g., a glaucoma workup vs. a
cataract workup). This heavy reliance on full-note templates
may also be a product of studying specialty rather than primary
or emergency care where diagnoses are more varied.

Mixing Data and Narrative

Our results also revealed that much text imported by contentimporting phrases was free-text representing structured data
rather than static boilerplate text. Content-importing phrases
coded as full-note templates in this study had a median of 18
data-links embedded within them which imported information
such as names, dates, problems, and medication lists. Across
all phrases, these data-links generated the majority of text
imported by content-importing phrases (62.5%) and nearly
half of all text (43.4%) in notes constructed using them.
These findings reflect both a desire to mix data and narrative in clinical documentation and the challenge of doing so.
Prior work has noted the varied strengths of structured and
unstructured data in clinical documentation such as supporting visualization and real-time decision support versus aiding
comprehension and recall [47, 48]. Other work has developed
systems to more closely integrate structured and unstructured
data through documents based on XML and other markup
languages [26, 50, 61]. EHRs might benefit from interactions
and data-structures that enable providers to more fluidly incorporate structured data into their notes, such as by hyperlinking
to or translucing information rather than copying it.
These findings also reflect both the power of data-links and
their potential for misuse. On the one hand, data-links can
be woven with static text to quickly produce detailed yet concise summaries (e.g., the .oneliner phrase in Figure 1). But
data-links can just as easily bloat notes with uninformative
or unnecessary text. Many note templates observed in this
study included links for long medication and surgery lists
which may not have been relevant to the patient’s visit, or
needed for billing. Indeed some providers switched to templates without these links during the study period. The amount
of text imported by these links was also highly variable based
on the availability of underlying structured data, sometimes
importing no text, other times importing hundreds of words.
Despite their potential to quickly bloat notes, data-links provide a unique opportunity to shape documentation practices
at scale. A single data-link may be embedded in hundreds of
templates, enabling a small tweak in the way one link retrieves
information to affect the documentation behavior of hundreds
of providers. For example, a medication data-link could be revised to return only current medications or be context-sensitive
and return only a list of medications relevant to the patients’
chief complaint or provider’s specialty with a link to the full
list. How data-links might be improved is open to debate. And
while it is likely easier to change how a single data-link returns text than ask dozens or hundreds of providers to manually
change their templates, doing so without provider input might
undercut the social construction of documentation practices
needed to ensure they align with clinical workflows.
Customizing Documents and Workflows

Provider and staff use of content-importing phrases was fragmented and varied, revealing widespread customization of
both phrases and documentation workflows. Whereas some
providers used a single content-importing phrase at a typical
visit, others used up to fourteen. Additionally, while in some
groups the providers invoked nearly all the content-importing

phrases, in other groups staff such as technicians and scribes
invoked most of them while setting up notes for physicians
to edit. Most strikingly, many providers had custom phrases
producing nearly complete notes which only they and their
staff used. While there was some overlap in the structured
data (e.g., data-links) in templates used by different providers,
a significant proportion of links were unique.
In creating custom content-importing phrases, providers shape
their notes and the process by which they and their staff produce them. Typically, this process involved a staff member
initiating a note using a full-note template, a provider filling in
details of their assessment and plan using short helper phrases,
and both providers and staff signing off on their respective contributions. This distribution reflects creating different phrases
for different parts of the documentation workflow. However
as noted above, this workflow was by no means consistent
across providers. Some providers used scribes while others
did not. Some practiced problem-based charting while others
followed a more traditional note-centric workflow. Regardless of approach, it is striking to note that all providers used
content-importing phrases at some point of most visits.
Overall, 72% of the phrases providers used were ones they had
created, revealing a high level of customization as opposed to
prior studies where template customization was more limited
or not even possible by providers [57]. However, most of the
phrases used by staff were created by other people. These findings may reflect the control individual providers have over how
their group documents, or disagreements between providers
about what information is vital to include in notes. It may also
reflect a lack of tools supporting sharing and reuse of phrases
created by others. For example, at our institution providers
must search for phrases created by other people by first entering the name of the user whose phrases they wish to browse,
rather than searching for phrases across users.
Clinical Documentation as End-User Programming

Together, these findings reveal how current EHRs enable physicians to program their notes by creating and invoking functions
that perform string interpolation. Rather than manually type
recurring note text and repeatedly search for and copy patient
information, providers and their staff program notes by manipulating a small set of phrases which represent pre-determined
blocks of text. These blocks may in turn have syntax embedded within them which invoke other content-importing
technologies (e.g., data-links, text drop-downs) to fill out the
note. In the case of text drop-downs, these embedded tools
even modify the note editing interface by inserting UI elements
for interactive specification of note content. While providers
have access to phrases created by EHR vendors or their institution’s information technology staff, many also have the
ability to create their own. Viewing this process of clinical
documentation through the lens of end-user programming suggests several implications for the design, governance, and use
of clinical information systems.
Training and Software Engineering

At our institution, a significant portion of providers’ EHR
training is already devoted to creation of content-importing
phrases. However, just as programmers receive instruction

not only in the mechanics of programming but also in programming best practices, providers may need more guidance
on how to structure and use phrases effectively, and how to
overcome barriers to phrase use. For example, Ko et al. note
six barriers to learning how to use end-user programming
systems (i.e., Design, Selection, Coordination, Use, Understanding, Information) which apply to phrase use as well [30].
For example, when creating phrases providers may struggle
to select which data-links to use or lack understanding of how
those links operate when data are missing. Training could
have additional benefits as EHR training and personalization
have been associated with higher EHR satisfaction [33].
EHR trainers and designers might also consider how to support and encourage end-user software engineering through
practices such as debugging and testing to make templates
more robust [8, 29]. Testing tools might help providers identify which aspects of documentation regulation are fulfilled
by free-text and data in their notes, either during phrase creation or phrase use. EHRs might also provide better support
for when data-links don’t retrieve information, helping users
determine if the data simply do not exist for that patient, are
poorly formatted, or stored in another part of the record.
Phrase Design and Governance

Building on the framing of clinical documentation as enduser programming, and more specifically end-user software
engineering, EHR designers and system administrators may
benefit from treating both content-importing phrases and datalinks like Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). As
with other APIs, content-importing phrases and data-links
need to be designed to have short, descriptive, and memorable
syntax and users need to have access to clear documentation
if they are to use them effectively. Currently many EHRs lack
functionality to search for existing phrases or data-links or
documentation describing what each does. This may lead to
some users duplicating existing phrases or not making full
use of their features, such as the ability to pass parameters to
certain phrases or create drop-downs for specifying common
findings.
While some content-importing phrases, data-links, and text
drop-downs come standard with EHRs, many are specified by
organizations during configuration or by providers during the
course of care. While enabling providers to create their own
content-importing phrases supports autonomy and localization
[41], it also complicates maintenance, leading to fragmented
and varied use as observed in this study. This fragmentation
was not restricted to providers. Even the data-link definitions,
which at our site only information technology staff can create,
were redundant with several commonly-used links performing
the same function.
While this duplication might be addressed with better search
and sharing tools it also raises the question of who should be
responsible for creating and maintaining content-importing
technologies and what kind of standardization might be beneficial. With many providers practicing at multiple locations,
even standardizing phrases at the clinic level may leave some
providers having to recreate templates in other offices. Yet
standardizing across entire departments might stifle localiza-

tion. Which of these issues might be addressed through wellestablished software engineering practices such as code review,
branching, and version control and which require domainspecific solutions remains an open question.
Exploring Other Programming Paradigms

Recognizing that clinical documentation increasingly involves
end-user programming should also encourage EHR designers
to think more creatively about how notes might be constructed
in the future. Some interaction paradigms from other development environments such as tab completion, previews, inline
documentation, and linting (e.g., highlighting when information to be imported is already in the note) might support more
robust, granular, and fluid documentation that is simultaneously easier to write and easier to read. Moreover, designers might consider leveraging other end-user programming
paradigms described in the literature such as visual programming, block-based programming [9], or programming by example, rather than relying on the current paradigm of using
a domain-specific language in a text editor to construct notes
[37].
As explored in prior work, clinical notes might also mix narrative text, rich information displays, and textual commands to
both retrieve data and perform actions (such as place orders),
similar to how computational notebooks support data science
workflows [26, 50, 61]. Mixing data, narrative, and action in
this way may better support the data manipulation canonical of
clinical workflows, particularly if they are designed to support
informal documentation practices used for sense-making and
care coordination as well as construction of the formal record
[20, 66]. However, technological changes would need to be
supported by regulatory ones that enable providers to create
data-rich informal digital documentation that does not form
part of the legal record.
Recent regulatory efforts to reduce information blocking (e.g.,
siloing of EHR data) and support for the FHIR open standard
for transfer of EHR data provide an unique opportunity for
researchers in HCI to innovate on the design and operation of
EHRs through easier creation of third-party apps that interact
with EHR data. These reforms might also enable providers to
generate their own documentation aids in more sophisticated
forms of end-user programming as observed in prior work on
web mashups.
Beyond Electronic Health Records

This research may also have implications for the design of
other documentation systems that mix narrative and data,
such as computational notebooks [28, 51]. For example, the
paradigm of inserting blocks of text or code via keywords with
placeholders for manual editing might assist with the documentation or performance of data-intensive analyses. Content
importing phrases might save developer time by enabling them
to quickly write the code for their standard set of library imports, or to include a comment documenting the version of
every dependency used in their analysis. It might also encourage documentation and coding best practices by providing
analysis schemas for common analytical steps [63]. Moreover
it might lower the barrier to less experienced programmers
generating interactive documentation in these environments.

Limitations and Future Work

This research has a number of limitations which future work
could address. First, as a case study it examines documentation practices at a single academic ophthalmology department.
Future work could complement this research by exploring
content-importing in other disciplines and institutions, particularly those involving inpatient primary care. While the
prevalence, frequency, and distribution of phrase use across
team members is like to vary between institutions and specialties, we expect phrase use is still widespread in other medical
contexts. This is based on evidence of a moderately high
proportion of imported text in internal medicine notes at one
large academic hospital (36%) [58] and studies reporting the
implementation of standard note templates across multiple
institutions in both internal medicine and pediatrics [3, 27],
suggesting widespread use of custom templates in those disciplines. However, phrases in these contexts may tend to be
organized around diagnoses rather than visit type.
Second, there are a number of documentation aids such as
checkbox-driven note writers which this research does not
investigate, but which may also enable providers to programmatically generate chunks of note text such as formatted exam
findings. Third, this work has not investigated qualitative aspects of content-importing. Future work could explore what
motivates providers to import content, how providers and staff
collaborate to construct notes using these tools, and users’
assessment of content-importing’s strengths and weaknesses.
Finally, future work could further explore the end-user programming paradigm in healthcare by developing new tools or
examining other tasks (such as chart review) where providers
or staff may already perform end user-programming in EHRs.
CONCLUSION

This case study advances our understanding of how clinical
documentation is performed in EHRs by revealing widespread
use of content-importing phrases — a customizable and composable form of note template — to generate clinical notes at
our study site. We argue that creation and use of these phrases
reflects the use of electronic documents to perform abstraction
work (not just paper documents), a desire to mix narrative and
data in clinical notes, and the simultaneous crafting of both
clinical documents and clinical workflows.
By creating and using these templates which specify custom
string interpolation functions, providers and their staff leverage
the computing power of EHRs to generate detailed documents
mixing text and data. While this lightweight form of end-user
programming arises from a particular context of use, it has
broader implications for the design of EHRs and other datarich documentation systems when viewed through the lens of
established end-user programming frameworks such as those
describing learning barriers [30], programming paradigms [37,
38], and the need to support software engineering [8, 29].
Future work could explore how EHRs might support end-user
programming in other aspects of clinical workflow, especially
the generation of informal working documentation, and how
other programming paradigms such as visual programming or
the design of richer domain-specific languages might better
support the narrative and data-driven work of clinical care.
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